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I. INTRODUCTION

THE efficient perception of in vitro as well as in vivo activity and their mutual correlation (IVIVC) is necessary for formulation development, especially in short period of time [1]. To make a new formulation, IVIVC supports the utility of in vitro dissolution tests instead of the involvement of human, named as biowaiver [2]. Thus the estimation of drug concentration in blood is the useful objective of in vitro dissolution testing i.e. in vitro dissolution testing serves as a tool that surrogates the bioavailability studies, a multifarious process. It necessitates the development of suitable dissolution methods for the estimation of in vivo data [3]. Out of many mathematical approaches, convolution method is one of them which is very efficiently employed to extract drug concentration in blood from in vitro dissolution profiles [4].

Using suitable compartment model, the obtained blood drug concentration data is then analyzed to estimate various pharmacokinetic parameters like AUC (area under the blood concentration data) as well as Cmax, Tmax, and AUC. Convolution is a good biwaiver technique; however its better utility needs it application in the conditions where biorelevant dissolution media are used.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Materials

Salbutamol sulphate (SS, 99.6% pure) was got as gift sample from Xenex Pharmaceuticals, Lahore, Pakistan. Ethylcellulose (EC, 26 cps, Sigma-USA) and other analytical grade chemicals were purchased through traders.

B. Microencapsulation, Tabletting and the analysis of tablets

The SS loaded EC tabletted microparticles with drug:polymer as 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3 (and the prepared tablets were named as T1, T2 and T3, respectively) were prepared by temperature change coacervation technique, followed by compression into tablets as narrated previously [5]. Each tablet contained salbutamol equivalent to 8 mg.

The prepared tablets were assessed for their physicochemical properties and the results showed that the studied parameters for all tablets were within permitted range of USP 2007 [5,6]. In order to find out whether SS is compatible with EC or not, various compatibility analysis like FTIR, DSC and XRD were made and was observed that SS was compatible with EC and the employed microencapsulation technique exerts no adverse effect to drug [5].

The obtained microcapsules were also tested for their drug release behaviors in 900 ml double distilled water using USP II (rotating paddle) method. The pH and temperature of medium was 6.9 and 37 ± 0.5°C, respectively. The stirring speed of medium was 50 rpm. In order to find, the mode of drug release from tablets, 5 ml as dissolution samples were collected at pre-defined time points. The collected samples were then analyzed using UV spectrophotometer (1601, Shimadzu, Japan) at 276 nm without prior dilution [5,6]. After preparing suitable dilutions of stock solution, calibration curve was also made to determine drug concentration in each dissolution sample. The experimentation was repeated three times. The obtained dissolution data was tested by applying various kinetic models like zero-order equation, first-order equation, Higuchi model and Korsmeyer–Peppas cube root equation. From this kinetic analysis, it was observed that the dissolution data was best fit to the Higuchi model [5].

Based on a previous study [5], the in vivo evaluation of the prepared tablets was also carried out and the obtained plasma drug concentration vs. time profiles for all tablets are described in Figure 1. Using this in vivo data, different pharmacokinetic parameters were calculated as given in Table 1.

C. Convolution approach

The novel part of this article is the application of convolution model to the dissolution data to directly estimate the blood drug concentration. In this context, equation-1 was derived from the numerical method and then applied to the dissolution data.
In equation 1, $C_d$ is characteristically established from the data obtained after the administration of single large intravenous dose of drug. The functions $c(t)$, $X_{\text{vitr}}$ and $u$ indicate the blood drug level vs. time of the designed formulations, drug administration rate via oral route and variable of assimilation, correspondingly [1]. In addition, the prediction error of this new predicting approach was also determined using below given equation:

$$\text{Prediction error} \left( \% \right)_{C_{\text{max}}} = \frac{C_{\text{max, observed}} - C_{\text{max, predicted}}}{C_{\text{max, observed}}} \times 100$$

(2)

D. Statistical Analysis

The obtained data was narrated as average ± SD. One way analysis of variance was applied to elaborate the significance of difference employing a most commonly used software, SPSS version 15.0. The significance echelon was located at 0.05.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The pharmacokinetic study is tremendously erratic effort as enormous physiological variables possess tremendous capability to influence the in vivo dissolution testing and the absorption profiles. On the contrary, in vitro outcomes do not exhibit such type of unevenness, as the in vitro drug dissolution testing is in general conducted under virtually constant environment [1]. Convolution formula has been narrated in this article with its application on experimental data performed in our laboratory. It involves the direct prediction of blood drug concentration from the in vitro dissolution profiles [4].

As described in the “experimental”, three different drug products (T1, T2 and T3) with different release behavior were produced, and then the dissolution testing was performed for these formulations with an aim to estimate the blood drug levels release in human. Then PKSolver software (menu-driven program using Microsoft Excel used for the calculation of pharmacokinetics) was used for the evaluation of pharmacokinetics utilizing the predicted in vivo data. In this context, three pharmacokinetic parameters i.e. $C_{\text{max}}$, AUC and $T_{\text{max}}$, as given in Table 1, were determined. The experimentally observed in vitro drug dissolution profiles and subsequently estimated blood drug concentrations of all developed formulations (T1, T2 and T3) as well as control tablets (Ventolin® 8 mg SR) are explained in the Figure 1.

In addition, the percentage prediction error was also greater than 10 which elaborates that there are some variables which affect the data obtained from in vivo source. Those variables are unquestionably gastrointestinal environment including pH, enzymes, peristalsis etc.

It is evident from the results, as given in Table 1, that the pharmacokinetics of all drug products obtained via convolution application was found significantly ($p<0.05$) unlike from the in vivo experimental data. This difference in the obtained data shows unlikeliness between the employed drug dissolution data and the tangible physiological environment of gastrointestinal tract. This situation necessitates the use of biorelevant dissolution media for in vitro dissolution studies so that this test may represent the normal physiological conditions, and ultimately the percentage prediction error will also be low.

The predicted pharmacokinetic parameters however, showed same trend of results as found in experimental results. The results show the higher value of $C_{\text{max}}$ as well as lower value of AUC compared to that of T3. This trend in results exhibit the use of higher concentration of polymer in T3 compared to T1 which is also supported by the previous results [5].

IV. CONCLUSION

Convolution is a good biowaive technique; however its better utility needs it application in the conditions where biorelevant dissolution media are used.
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